
We used your feedback combined
with expert advice to update the
draft Master Plan. Your feedback
helped us refine the plan to
address key concerns, including
trees, traffic, parking, and sports
upgrades.

The updated draft Master Plan was
delivered to Councillors to
consider its adoption.

We first informed the community
of our intention to develop a
Master Plan for McIvor Reserve
that would guide upgrades over
the next ten years to meet current
and future demand for all users.
 

As part of this early engagement
we asked for your thoughts on
improvements you would like to
see, including your appetite for
the potential inclusion of an
indoor sports facility at the
Reserve.

Apr - Jun 2022
Initial Conversation 

Draft Master Plan 

We released the draft Master Plan
for your feedback. This document
contained over two dozen
proposed upgrades as well as the
detail you asked for in relation to
the potential indoor sports
facility. 

Impact on open space, trees,
traffic and parking associated
with an indoor sports facility were
key concerns raised.

Nov 2022 - Jan 2023
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Consider your feedback

You confirmed the Reserve was
much-loved and well-used, and
informed us of the areas you
would like improved. 

There was a near even split
between those supporting an
indoor sports facility on site and
those opposed. You asked for
more information to help form
your view.

Aug - Nov 2022 

Update the draft 
Jan - Mar 2023 

The engagement journey 

McIvor Reserve
Master Plan  

A summary of engagement 

Across a 10 month period, we delivered an extensive engagement program in
accordance with our Community Engagement Policy (2021) to encourage
participation and enable those wanting to be involved to be heard.



YCYV

50+
emails

received

100,000+
reached via
print news

2,000+
flyers

distributed

20+
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erected

250+
post-it 
notes

in-person events community
forum 

Online

reached via
social media 

documents
downloaded

surveys 
completed 

The engagement approach 
A range of tools and methods were used to encourage participation from neighbours,
Yarraville residents, Reserve users and the broader community during two phases of
engagement over a ten month period.

In writing

20,000+ 
views to the digital
engagement
platform 

30,000+ 

1,600+

1,500+

questions
answered

150+

virtual 
post-it notes

1,600+

9,300
letters

delivered

In person

7
attendees

150+ 1
attendees

130+



Where the community has identified specific concerns, we have looked to address
these through changes and revisions in the draft Master Plan. 

Liked aspects of the
draft plan

inclusion of public toilets 
new walking path to
expand pedestrian network 
integration of playspace
with bushland area 
inclusion of outdoor gym 
more lighting - particularly
at the dog park
improved drainage for
sports fields and the dog
park 
eventual Increase in trees
and vegetation
more shade and seating 
opportunity to support
indoor sports participation 

Common concerns
impact of an indoor sports
facility on open space and
trees 
traffic and parking,
particularly on Benbow and
Hawkhurst streets
impact on the bowls club
impact of second dog park
on neighbours of the
Reserve
proximity of relocated
playspace to car parking 
impacts of relocating
baseball pavilion 

How we responded 
reduced footprint and
position of the indoor sports
facility to minimise impact
on green space 
reduced the number of
trees removed and
committed to plant two
trees for every tree removed
new signalised intersection
and pedestrian crossing on
Francis Street and new
McIvor Road 
removal of parking on
Benbow and Hawkhurst
streets
no changes for bowls club -
remains a stand-alone
entity
perimeter of baseball field
designated as an off-lead
dog area 
baseball pavilion, playspace
and BBQ area to remain in
current locations 

What we heard  

More information
yourcityyourvoice.com.au/mcivor

schematic and detailed
designs 
incorporate water sensitive
design features 
continue to engage with the
community on upgrades to
the dog parks
work with State and Federal
Governments to support
Master Plan delivery 

Next steps


